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Abstmct
Photointerpretation keys originated from the need to efficiently
trqin aerial photographic interpreters. Keys provide inter-
preters with a baseline of signature information that can be
widely applied to images illustmting differing Land covers,
features, facilities, processes, and activities. Keys werc pro-
duced for the International Geosphere Biosphere Programme
Data Information Systems (rcae-us) DISCovet Validation effort.
This effort had two objectives: to provide a prototype set of
image interpretation keys that could be produced efficiently
and cost effectively, and to create a foundation of enduring
reference matefials that could be refined and enlarged to
facilitate the validation of future globd land-cover products.
The methodology of key development and production for this
effofi originated as an ideol, but has by necessity been shaped
by pragmatic considerations. Factors including cost, time, and
availability of imagery and ancillary data limited broad
applicability of the keys developed. Research included deter-
mination of the most effective band combination, signaturc
development and application, consistent implementation of a
minimum mapping unit, use of signature elements in the
evaluation of key use, and devdopment of a product useful
for cross applications. We continue to expand the present set
of keys and develop a digital infrastructure for o global
reference libmry of key materials. These materials will
expedite future validation efforts and lead to greater con-
fidence in the accuracy of future global land-cover products.

Introduction
Determining global scale changes in atmospheric, oceanic, and
terrestrial systems requires establishing baseline parameters
for variables such as gaseous exchange rates, and carbon
sequestration in different broadly defined land-cover types
(Walker and Steffen, 1997). Establishing a methodology for
development and validation of a standardized land-cover
producl has set the stage for refined quantification and more
strategic monitoring of global change parameters. The Interna-
tional Geosphere Biosphere Program Data and Information Sys-
tem (IGBP-DIS), global land-cover product, DISCover, was
produced and validated to establish science-quality baseline
data products for global change research. This article focuses
on the development of image interpretation keys for use by the
Expert Image Interpreters (uIs) who were responsible for vali-
dation of DISCover using higher resolution Landsat Thematic
Mapper (rv) and Systeme Probatoire de Ia Observation de Ia
Terre (spor) imagery.

Interpretation keys have been used to facilitate the visual
interpretation of aerial photography and remotely sensed imag-
ery for more than half a century. Their use grew largely out of a
need by the military and intelligence communities for efficient
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and effective training aids. Keys, used by both novice and
expert interpreters, are verified examples of features of inter-
est. Man-made facilities and their component elements, phys-
iographic features and processes on the landscape, vegetative
communities, and the terrain conditions indicative of such veg-
etation, are examples (U.S. Naval Photographic Intelligence
Center, 1945; Zsil insky, 1963 Loelke et 01., 1983; U.S. Defense
Mapping Agency, 19961. The use of interpretation keys is con-
sidered to lead to more consistent and accurate identifications.

For the IGBP DISCover validation effort, uts were selected
from remote sensing and mapping organizations around the
globe. The criteria for their selection included considerable
expertise in the analysis of the higher resolution image data for
specific regions. This expertise would be expected to extend to
analysis of both satellite imagery and aerial photography for
one or more of the 13 IGBr global regions (Figure 1).

Image acquisition, enrollment of EIIs, development of a val-
idation methodology, and key development activities were
carried out at the Remote Sensing Research Unit (RSRU) at the
University of California, Santa Barbara (uCsn). The material that
follows provides additional background and assumptions
underlying the validation effort. Many of the challenges and
planning considerations, elements ofkey design, and an over-
view ofkey construction are discussed. The results ofkey use
at the DISCover validation are followed by our conclusions and
the benefits of continuing the interpretation key effort as a
resource for future global validation work.

Background
Manual image interpretation, using imagery of higher resolu-
tion than that used to produce the data product, has been suc-
cessfully used for regional scale validation efforts (De
Boissezon et al.,'1,993; Belward, 1996), so the IGBP Validation
Working Group (vwc), with the agreement of the Icsp Land
Cover Working Group (rcwc), decided that this state-of-the-
practice methodology was the most practical means of proceed-
ing in keeping with the "fast track" Iand-cover directive.
Efforts were initiated to identify regional advisors, individuals
with knowledge of remote sensing centers, institutes, labora-
tories, and individuals in specific areas of the globe (Belward ef
o1., 1999, in this issue). These regional advisors would then
assist the vwc in the identification of three EIIs for each of the
13 IGBP validation regions.

Landsat TM and SPOT imagery, with near-global coverage
and widely available, were the higher resolution imagery of
choice for validation ofthe 1-km avHRRDISCover data product.
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Figure 1. The IGBP DlSCover validation regions.

Plate 1. Examples of inter-regional signature variation. Closed shrubland as it appears on Landsat
TN4 imagery around the world and in different seasons. Upper left: Portugal, Region 6, December
1990. Lower left: California, Region 2, )uly 1992. Upper right: Brazil, Region 4, August 1992. Lower
right: Ethiopia, Region 8, March 1992. These images are the same scale.
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. Following classic manual image interpretation procedures
(Estes ef o1., 1983), sources ofnecessary ancillary data that
could be made available to the EIIs were documented. Ancillarv
4ata included, among others, thematic maps, atlases, text-
books, and existing photo and image interpietation keys. It was
quickly determined, however, that imagelnterpretation keys
did not exist for the diversity of environments where the land-
cover classes to be validatedare found.

Assumptions
Anticipating the need to provide a common framework for
interpreters, rye begqn with the premise that image interpreta-
tion keys would faciljtate interpretation accuracy and tliereby
improve overall validation accuracy. It was also our hope thai
the successful use of keys for DISCover would set an important
precedent for validation of future global data sets, and the
establishment of a mechanism to provide access to a elobal
image reference library. Our primiry goal, however, #as to
improve the accuracy of the validation sample interpretations.

Some of the assumptions which directed the process of
establishing a pragmatic methodology for use of keys in the
DISCover validation exercise included that

. The land-cover classes were equally interpretable,

. A characteristic image signature could be identified for each of
the IGBP land-cover classes,

o Suitable high resolution imagery representing both geographic
and phenologic variation of each class could be obtained,ind

. Keys would prove cost-effective by improving interpreter
consistency.

Challenges and Planning Considerations
In working towards the development of image interpretation
keys, researchers faced a number ofchallenges. From the liter-
ature review, it was determined that there was no precedent for
production ofinterpretation keys on such a large scale. Indeed,
very little information is available in the recent professional
and academic literature on image interpretation keys.

Our goal in the validation setting was to provide the
image interp_reter with user-friendly access to the digital
radiometrically and geometrically corrected Landsat and spor
data for the manipulation which is essential for spectral
comparison. Metadata and ancillary location-snecific infor-
mation were available on the Validation Wortsheets on
which each EII recorded land-cover interpretations and associ-
ated notes. Hardcopy keys annotated with critical site data
provided a convenient in-hand reference for comparison and
discussion among the EIIs.

^ . Both theory and practice tell us that there are componenrs
of the ecosystem affecting irradiance or spectral reflectince that
wiJI vary in every image. For example, soil moisture, atmo-
spheric moisture, and direction and intensity of the lighting
change^ continuously and can dramatically eifect the 

"pp"ui-ance of a partic_ular feature or an entire landscape in a given
ip."g..The challenge is to adequately capture the spectial, spa-
tial, and temporal variation inhereni in the tcsp land-covei
CIASSES.

The rcnp land-cover classification scheme (Belward, 1996)
consists of 17 land-cover classes. It was unnecessarv to de-
velop keys for the classes of water bodies and sno# and ice
because they were not validated. Of the remaining 15 classes,
all have substantial variation both between and r.iithin each
of the f 3 IGB? regions. Many have significant seasonal varia-
tion. The lack of available ima€ery has so far limited the objec-
tive to demonstrate a range of seasonal variation.

To further illustrate the challenges of global land-cover
key development associated with this activity, a rough esti-
mate for a minimum number of keys might be calculated as

follows: 15 (land-cover classes) x 13 (IGBI regions) x 4 (sea-
sons) : potentially 780 images necessary to demonstrate varia-
tion within the primary 15 IGBI global land-cover classes.
However, not all classes will exhibit variation for all four sea-
sons. For example, grasslands often have a season of higher
moisture availability and a season of low moisture availJbilitv,
but the spatial signature in terms of tone, texture, and pattern
appe.ar fairly similar ajl over the globe. Thus, grasslands may
require as few as two keys per region if variation from region
to region actually proves to be minimal, On the other hand,
classes such as open and closed shrub land can vary dramati-
cally in-height, tone, texture, and reflectance and rnay require
several keys to demonstrate an adequate range of their vaiia-
tion (Plate 1). Agricultural practices aroundlhe world vary
significantly in field size, field configuration, crops planted,
management practices, and crop phenology. The signature of
croplands in western Togo of West Africa may not be recogniz-
able to an interpreter with experience in only European agrlcul-
ture patterns and practices (Plate 2). Even within a single
region, these may vary enough to produce significantly differ-
ent signatures (Plate 3).

It is also important to note that other variables such as
elevation,_slope, and aspect significantly affect the signatures
of some classes. While everv attempt was made to uie the
available imagery to illustraie regional and phenologic varia-
tion for each land-cover class, this was not achieved for all
classes. The regional expertise ofthe interpreters helped some-
what to reduce reliance on the keys. Ho*ever, based upon
comments from the EIIs at the validhtion, the kevs were h'elpful
and the lack, of keys in some areas was a disappointmeni
(Scepan et al., in this issue 1999).

, \o lgsg challenging are the cost of producing new keys,
and the difficulty of finding and obtaining existing keys, Tiese
issues have not been addressed in the literature. BeCause of
their,specialized nature, the initial cost of keys can be high.
Besides the initial investment in imagery, theie are additional
costs.for acquisition and compilation of ancillary data, special-
ized interpretatio!, synthesis of ancillary grapliics with the
imagery, and the development and maintenarrce of a database.
In this case, there is also development, structuring, and coordi-
nation of the online data directory.

Despite this, the enduring vaiue of keys cannot be over-
stated, and their persistent use in universiiies, corporations,
and go^vernment agencies fpeaks strongly to their long-term
cost effectiveness (Chisnell and Cole, j.9SB; Choate, lglZ; Col-
well, t946; Loelke et al.,1,gBJt Madden ef o/., 19g9, U.S. Naval
Photographic,Inte^lligence Center, 1945). Additionally, despite
their production for so many projects (U.S. Defense Mappirrg
lq"_"qy, 19S5; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, f9ga;-
HRB-Singer, 19ZB; U.S. Naval Reconnaissance and Tbchnical
Support Center, 1967; U.S. War Department, j.942: Zsilinszkv.
1963), they exist as gray literature and are not publicized, oi'
proprietary usage restricts access to them. The-difficulty of
finding appropriate keys for use is a strong argument for the
c.reation of a virtual global library of referJncJimages where
duplication of effort is minimized and the entire us]er commu-
nity has access.

Elements of Key Design
Logistical considerations aside, the more interesting aspects of
key design/production involved signature characteiizaiion. In
traditional photo i-nte,rpretation, a signature is a representative
photo rendition of a feature, i.e., a characteristic example.
Image tone/color, pattern, texture, shape, size, contexti and
association combine to form characteristic image signatures
for-given features. As remote sensing has develo-"pedTiner spec-
tral resolution, the concept ofsignaiure has been, in a sensi,
deconstructed. What was once ispatial visual concept. now
frequently refers to statistical irradiance parameters, which
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characterize a specific class oftraining data. Signature now
more often refers to the measured irradiance characteristics of
an object or a feature. Objects or features are frequently exem-
plified as a unique spectral measure read from a hand-held
spectrometer, or as a graphic probability model generated from
digital image data by image processing software. The two con-
cepts of signature suggest complementary elements of interpre-
tation kevs. because thev both reDresent characteristic
examples of specific features. The spatial signature on the
image and the spectral signature for that spatial area are
equally useful to the interpreter in demonstrating the range of
signature variation which is so critical in training interpreters to
a common reference.

Signature characterization for the IGBP interpretation keys,
then, is an attempt to adequately capture and display the spa-
tial and temporal variation of the spectral signature of a given
land-cover class. Signature characterization assumes that, for
each class in each region. adequate object-to-background con-
trast exists. That is, the land-cover class of interest can be spec-
trally differentiated from all other classes in the image being
analyzed. Signature characterization is critical for assimilating
diverse interpreter perspectives into a common spatial inter-
pretation framework.

The subjective element inherent in image interpretation
leaves the practice open to much criticism. As a result, the
nature and extent of interpreter variation is often conveniently
ignored. Although numerous projects have applied image
interpretation as a part of their methodology or as a part of a val-
idation, such as Gap Analysis (Eve and Merchant, 1998) and
Coastal Change Analysis Project (U.S. National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, 1998), published references to
interoreter variation or the consideration of interoretation kevs
ur" ria."e (Madden et ol.,1,9gg).

Another important consideration in the design of the inter-
pretation keys associated with this effort is the consistent
application of a minimum mapping unit (MMU) for all the keys.
The IGBP MMU is 1 km2. At the smaller uuu of rrt. 28.5 m.
classes which were agglomerated at the larger lrlru of avrnn
will be seoarated. In consideration of these affects on interore-
tation. alikevs have been constructed with a standard dimen-
sion of approximately 400 by a00 TM pixels, and interpretation
guidelines were to maintain a 1km2 area of interpretation,

Image selection criteria play a significant part in key design
and development. Selection of an inadequate or misrepresen-
tative signature example, interpreted and verified as containing
the specific signatures required, can greatly influence how an
interpreter will analyze subsequent images. Some images were
selected in part for their clear, unambiguous representation of
an IGBP DISCover land-cover class, others because of their com-
plexity. The primary imagery selection criteria were

o The image must clearly show examples of the tcsp land-
cover features,

o Images mustbe ofadequate resolution and clarity to distinguish
the land-cover classes at the desired scale,

r The image must have an identifiable location on the globe,
r Recognizable landmarks must be present on the image and on

readily available reference maps, and
. Images must show both variation of the signature of a class and

variation in the context in which the signature of the class
is found.

Because the DISCover classification was based on AVHRR
data, higher resolution TM and Spot imagery were acquired for
the sample points. Standard image processing of the Landsat
Ttvt and SPoT imagery minimized both radiometric and geomet-
ric distortions. The image corresponding to a particular region
was evaluated for content. Areas were selected that demon-
strated significant variation within a particular land-cover
class. Variation between different classes was also a consider-
ation because this allows for better contrast between other land-
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cover types within the area of interpretation. To facilitate iden-
tification of the numerous scenes selected, an ArcView data-
base containing the scene center and areal extent of each tu
image was developed. Ancillary data such as country names,
major cities, rivers, and lakes of the world were keyed to each
scene using the Microsoft Expedia Maps web site (http://
www. expediamaps.com).

By querying the database, a list of landmarks in the area of
each image could be used to more quickly orient a map loca-
tion to a particular scene. The selected key images were
cropped from the larger image to the prescribed +oO- by 400-
pixel size and an exported graphic template ofnecessary anno-
tations was applied. The core validation image represented a
40- by 40-km area. The key sub-image was sized to maintain
high resolution in print on a letter-sized document with
accompanying text. Text associated with the image was placed
in the lower section of the key. Information included the loca-
tion of the image, a description of landmarks visible in the
image, the ttrzt bands shown, the database file name, and the
date. Keys were designed to be concise and simple in order to
allow interpreters who are not native English speakers to easily
understand the text (Plate a).

For hardcopy keys used during the validation, a Landsat
TM band combination of 5,q,5 was used based on the consensus
of the r,ryvc interpreters present at the North America methods
text held in 1998 (Scepan, 1999, in this issue). During the
actual validation workshop, interpreters were given the valida-
tion image in digital format with radiometric and geometric
corrections applied. All of the TM and SPor bands were avail-
able for display and analysis using nRnas Imagine software.
This gave the interpreters a full range of the image processing
options. These capabilities were available for the validation
scenes during the DISCover validation, but ideally this would
also be available for a digital Key. Important capabilities
included data scaling, several methods of image stretching, his-
togram and spectral signature manipulation, application of sev-
eral filters, and recombination of any three selected bands for
enhancement ofspecific features as they desired. Spectral dif-
ferences in the features portrayed in an image can vary signifi-
cantly. Image processing tools can often be critical to identifica-
tion of features (Plate 5). Table 1 shows the number of different
band combinations by land-cover class, used by interpreters
during the DISCover validation. While not validated, water bod-
ies are included in Table 1 because of one case where a registra-
tion enor placed the sample point incorrectly into water. From
Table 1, it is evident that different interpreters approach the
Iand-cover classes from many different perspectives. This
underscores the necessity for keys in a digital format so that
interpreters can manipulate the image data for feature
enhancement.

A schematic view of the hardcopy and digital keys as they
are presently envisioned is provided in Figure 2. The hardcopy
images would benefit from being in a larger image size and
might occur as several pages. The digital format could be acces-
sible in the schematic format via a web page with explanatory
text. For the IGBP DISCover validation, a reasonable directory
structure organized keys first by region and then by land-cover
class. In future validations it remains to be seen whether such
an organization will continue to be most appropriate.

Results
Initially it was hoped that a full set of interpretation keys could
be developed to assist the nns. Key development was compli-
cated by a shortage of imagery for some classes, and an inade-
quate representation of class phenology.

Governed largely by funding constraints and time sched-
ules, the keys produced were derived from imagery readily
available at UCSB. Sixty keys were developed. AII ofthese keys
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Plate 4. Example of a hardcopy interpretation key. Region/Class: IGBP Region 2, land-cover crasses savanna,
croplands, urban, evergreen broadleaf. Location: Mexico, Mexico State, Neovolcanic plateau, Amecameca. gg" 55,
13 ' :45W,79" 24 '37 ' :44N. lmage Date:24May 91.  Scale:1 inch:  -2.3km. Sensor:  Themat ic  Mapper;  Bands
5,4,3. Source: Landsat TM, USGS EROS Data Center.

were derived from Landsat imagery. The U.S. Geological Sur-
vey EROS Data Center was very generous in supplying Landsat
TM data for the validation activity. Complex cbbrhinition of
funding for spoT data resulted inits delayed arrival to the RSRU
team until shortly before the validation workshop. As a result.
the keys produced and used at the Validation weie from Land-
sat TM data, and included images from only ten of the 13 global
regions. For three regions ofthe globe, the only availablelmag-
qry was SPOT data, and so these were without keys (Region 3-"
Central America, Region 7-North Aftica and the Middle East,
and Region 13-Australia and New Zealand).
. A major aspect of the use of image interpretation keys was

the desire to develop a referential ba-kground that was consis-
tent between interpreters. The more image interpretation expe-
rience an analyst/interpreter has, the better inteipreter he/sfie

becomes. The slrs were from 16 different countries and perhaps
g.s,,qaly different disciplinary specializations (Figure^3).'
While imaqe interpretation by nui with a diversity 6f discipline
backgrounds and experience can be accommodat-ed in the vali-
dation process, their diversity ofbackgrounds and experiences
c-an lead to an unwieldy array of perspectives. We believed
these diverse perspectives could benefit from cross cultural
communication as much as from standardization, and toward
this goal, EIIS were encouraged and engaged in various discus-
sions between groups during the validition.

Discussion
We are continuing to create this virtual reference librarv of
lanrl-66ys1_l(eys -and ancillary information by expanding our
activities along the following lines:
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Plate 5. Feature enhancement. Left: ru Bands 5,4,3. Right: Ttil Bands 4,3,2. Michoacan, Mexico, agricultural fields. Different
band combinations emphasize different feature characteristics and are critical to identification in many instances.

TneLE 1. TotlL NuMeen or BlNo Cot,tstNlrtoNs Useo ron ltlreRpnernrtolt
oF EACH LANlCovEn Cuss By Etts AT THE |GBP olscover Vrllonttott

CIass

Evergreen Needleleaf Forests
Evergreen Broadleaf Forests
Deciduous Needleleaf Forests
Deciduous Broadleaf Forests
Mixed Forests
Closed Shrublands
Open Shrublands
Woody Savannas
Savannas
Grasslands
Permanent Wetlands
Cropland
Urban and Built-up
Cropland/Natural Vegetation Mosaics
Snow & Ice
Barren
Water Bodies

ICEP RESICNI
ICEP LINDCOVER CLA,S:
LffATICN:
CCCRDINA]ES:

*-E[EElB
*Y*,EtE nrt
*.^, l-'.:l tJ [,.--] l;.l4mrl l l l l l l l

lW! ff t J6&t!n*t itt Att! lil.rf ltr; - '.{lB al:a/€rill lr'64.
a:l^nfrt. .{A gJ- 5oli. r:.;3nll-'a Tr:{i n.L}r.rd r', lE:i'$- r{vL
paTT*5 E 1frfl &f,:Tt,-i (.f lry{I

J g r , r € Y € & S g

Figurc 2. ldealized digital interpretation key directory struc-
ture. The envisioned digital key consists of a medium scale
air photo, a small scale satellite image, and a large scale
ground photo, as well as separate files for each photo, each
satell i te image band, and one for ancil lary and metadata
relating to the imagery.

Class Name

# Band Combinations
Used by each

Interpreter

7
2
3

5
6
7

8
6
5

I
6
tl

5
J

il

I
I
6
6

not interpreted
5
3

I
I

1 0
7 7
7 2
1 3
74
l 3

1 6
7 7

Broaden and refine descriptions of land-cover classes to include
local, or regionally based land-cover types. Many land-cover
researchers are most familiar with local or regional habitat
descriptions, which are translated into a global description-
only with experience. A cross-walking table would seem to be
an important inclusion to the processes of both class descrip-
tion and class determination during a validation.
The IGBe validation somewhat arbitrarily delineated 13 global
regions in an attempt to satisfy both administrative and biogeo-
graphic requirements. It could Prove more beneficial for terres-
trial paramiterization to ascribe to a more strictly ecoregional
partitloning based on input from regional experts and global
change modelers.

o Increise the number of images representing each class to include
a ground view and an intermediate scale air photo (Figure 2).
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Figure 3. Countries with Ells at the tcBp Dtscover validation.

. Continue to establish and maintain relationships with organiza-
tions and individuals with land-cover and imalse interpretation
expertise around the globe, and enlist their cobperation and
contributions towards the global reference image library. Man-
agement and quality control would be centralized, while partici-
pation and input of data could come from many sources. Based
upon discussions among the Eus at the validatjon workshop,
implementation of this type of key development concept his
wide support.

Enlarge existing keys, for each class, to more adequately demon-
strate phenologic and regional signature variation at different
scales. This will extend their potential applications as well as
further elucidating the interpreters understanding of variation
within each land-cover class.
Expand existing keys to employ data from a variety of different
sensor systems would also increase their usefulness and versa-
tility. As new sensors are launched, it is inevitable that require-
ments for new signature characterizations will develop with
the addition of new information from new sensors.
Perform tests designed to determine if the keys that are devel-
opedactually do increase interpreter consistency. Comparative
tests between experienced and novice interpreters and their
interpretation accuracy before and after exposure to keys could
provide quantitative evidence and perhaps even a cosf-benefit
model of the value of keys for validation.

c-omplex undertaking. When we initially conceived this key
development effort, it was in somewhat naive terms. Once we
actually began to seriously consider what would be involved in
the development of such keys, we quickly realized that full
development was well beyond the scope of this effort. Because
of limitations on time, availability, ana cost of imagery, key
materials produced to date for ten of the IGBP regions still inade-
quately represent the phenologic variation ofthe IcBp land-
cover classes for those areas.

However, we did demonstrate the range of activities that
such a key development would entail. Basid upon EII com-
ments, we also demonstrated that keys were of value in the vali-
dation process. Feedback from the itts was very positive;
additionally, there was consensus that all users would benefit
from completion of the keys. The maiority of EIIs expressed a
need for mo-re keys with additional descriptive texiand sup-
portive land-cover verification input from local land-covei
experts. Many have volunteered their own expertise. Indeed,
growing largely out of comments from the slls and their enthu-
siastic support and encouragement, we are carrying forward
our key development activities.

-We see the global image interpretation keys developed and
used in IGBP DISCover validation as a buildingblock resource
for an international library of validation materials that can be
used in global change research. Use of the global image inter-
pretation keys -in thi.c effort contributed to ihe consist-ency and
the accuracy of validation interpretations. Continued develop-
mentoJthe keys is critical to improving the newly established
global land-cover accuracy standard. With the plinned launch
of tvtonts in 1999, the opportunity to do this miy begin very
soon. A quarterly schedule ofproduction and validation oi
MODIS land products, such as vegetation cover conversion and
Iand-use/land-cover change (Strahler ef a1., 19g5; Wharton
and Myers, 1997). The keys developed as part ofthis ongoing
effort will, we hope, prove useful to voors investigators."

Collections of on-line global land-cover images have
already been initiated by groups ofecologists, carlographers,
and remote sensing scientists. A list of the olscover uts is avail-
able -at http://rsrunt.geog.ucsb.edu/IGBp/sept-val.html. Most
notably among_the volunteer interpreters, nr. foyi Kajiwara, a
lecturer at the Center for Environmental Remote Sensing at the
University of Chiba, fapan, has initiated a Global Image"Net-
work Database. This database contains ground and aer'ial pho-

Set up a web page directory structure organized by region and
land-cover class, which allows for presenlation and seGction of
reference images by class. phenology. and location.

We believe that there is a real and pressing need for image
interpretation keys in support of future large-scale land-cover
validation efforts. Because the validation process demon-
strated that the assumption that all of the oiscover land-cover
classes are equally interpretable does not hold; sampling
frames must be recalculated. We must give more attention to
keys of those problem classes. Anotherlssumption that did not
fully hold was that we could obtain imagery oithe geographic
and phenologicvariation of each Icsp cliss. Becausle of"imagery
costs and availability, we were not able to do this. This mak-es 

-

it even more important that an international cooperative kev
development effort continue so that we have suih data fo, 

-

future validation exercises.

Conclusions
Key development associated with the validation of the rcBp-DIS
Global 1-km2 land-cover product DISCover was a large and a
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tos of Mongolian land-cover images (Kaiiwara, personal-com-
munication). It was created to establish confidence site bio-
metrics for sensor calibration. These images are invaluable for
validation of land-cover mapping and key development as well.
Sharing these data via the Internet with other land-cover
res"a.""he.s is an inspirational gesture. Other researchers and
organizations also already have images on line, which could
.oirt.ibnt. to land-cover validation. Coordinating and stand-
ardizing existing efforts and allowing further contributions
would J..* 

".t"1rr."1 
extension of a process that is slowly gath-

ering momentum. If effectively integrated and organized, the.
begiining ofa virtual reference library ofland-cover keys and
ancillary information, in essence, a set of signature representa-
tions for global land-cover types, could become reality.

Accurate land-cover information is critical in evaluating
global environmental parameters, but there are many- other
ipplications as well. Predictive modeling of species distribu-
tibns and Optimization Modeling of Reserve Site Selection are
being exploied currently with un-validated regional scale land-

"ovei 
maps (Davis and Stoms, 1996; Davis ef 01., lsso). Eventu-

ally, these applications will extend to the global scale. Applica-
tions for determining the status of wetlands, forestry,
agriculture, and land-use changes seem endless. Future valida-
tion efforts are critical. We will not be able to determine or
monitor changes of given land-cover classes unless future vali-
dation activities are carried forward. Toward this goal, we
would like to invite the land-cover community to participate in
a volunteer key development activity. Everyone would have
access to the material produced and it could be used at the dis-
cretion of the users. Issues of quality control and long-term
maintenance will need to be addressed, as will issues of harmo-
nization of metadata. At some point, we would hope that some
appropriate organization, with sufficient resources, would see
the value ofthe keys developed and that this organization
would then take over the kev development coordination and
maintenance.
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